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Fear Of Heights is meant as a fun VR experience, but what I have
developed doesn't have the usual VR game structure - it's just a demo

with a series of fixed scenes to show off one effect. Some scenes will be
from an abstract viewpoint (eg. swinging from a cable), and some will be
directly looking in the direction the scene is happening (eg. a view from

the side of a ship). The viewer is free to move through these scenes.
Some scenes may have hidden sections which require discovery. There

are hints at being somewhere safe - the viewer is warned when they
reach a safe point, but they will not necessarily be able to trust the

message. Some scenes may contain monsters. There will be no combat
in any of the scenes. It aims to be a realistic VR experience, where you

don't need to fear falling. The camera will be positioned to look at things
in front of you. It will attempt to illustrate how dizzying heights or fast

movements affect you. Any illogical responses from the viewer are meant
to show the effect of getting used to something unusual. There's a

framework for sending sound to virtual environments - a VR viewer may
use its headphones to pick up a few locations where sounds may be

coming from - these are not necessarily where the sounds are coming
from. These locations are meant to be understood when reaching the

scene. If you fall off a building or submarine in the ocean you'll hear it hit
the water, and you may hear it before you see it because it was coming
from a position in front of the building. What's next for Fear Of Heights?
Right now there are: A fixed wooden bridge over a canyon with a cliff on
the other side The top of a tower in a city with a distant balcony Being in
a narrow tunnel under the ground Being on a window cleaning platform I
want to create more scenes and more endings. The next thing I want to

do is to make a side to side falling scene, as we have no way of
imagining the effect of falling side to side in VR Some people may think
of Fear Of Heights as a teleport door between scenes, but this is not the
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case. There are no doors. This demo shows the player can walk around a
street block to explore the top of it. If you stand on the street, this is

broken, but if you stand on the roof you can walk around the block, look
in through windows, and do what you can to get to the other side. Up and

Gilded Rails Features Key:
Timing Game

Two Game modes
Three mode progress indicator

Lead Scoring
In-Game Points

Appearance
Play in 1-4 players

How to Play the game?
It is simple: Timing Game mode: Given four targets on the board and you have a
limited time to contact as many targets as you can, race to touch them first and
each time to second, third, fourth, and the last is the first move. In this mode, to
finish the game you need to touch all the targets in the best possible way. If you
miss any one time, you lose all the points. Here is how to start:

1. Four circles are marked on the board. You can adjust the size of circles (
there is small, regular and large sized) to determine the time of the
game.

2. Set a time limit.
3. Click "Start Game"

How to Download the game for free?
Go through our website and download the free version “Coffee & Tea”,
“Underdog”, “Dessert” and “Breakfast” (From left to right). Enjoy free game!

We are looking forward to your comments,
questions, suggestions and notices
regarding any problems.

Thank you for using CxCollect Games
application.
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Stay SAFE and HAPPY!

CxCollect Team iOS9 automation

Happy Halloween!
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